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Trim design Dante Bonuccelli
An extensive system of modular kitchen components makes it
possible to put together original formal solutions that are also technologically innovative. A complete program, flexible and versatile,
comprising differentiated functional elements, with which it is possible to personalise every step of the design process, adapting it to
specific necessities. Workspace and appliance blocks, containers,
cabinets, shelves and equipment: accessories are re-interpreted to
be combined with the utmost freedom, which makes it easier to
organise living spaces rationally. The kitchen blends with the living
room and the rest of the house, creating new types of configurations.
Hi-Line design Ferruccio Laviani
Shelving system design YabuPushelberg
A proposal that stands out because of its formal lightness, care of
details and refined combinations of materials, finishes and colours.
The worktable, set apart from the bridge element, and the system
of shelves and wall-mounted containers go together perfectly to
create a composition that conveys atmosphere and contemporary
taste. This proposal interprets the integration of the kitchen workspace with the dining and living areas in an elegant and rational
manner.
Tivalì design Dante Bonuccelli
Kitchen furniture that develops a new typological concept, able to
extensively modify the domestic landscape. A furnishing component that re-interprets the design theme of the bedroom areas with
a walk-in wardrobe situated in the operative area of the living room
with kitchen. A self-contained block unit opens to reveal an exclusive workspace, defined by fine materials and sophisticated functional equipment.
Technical columns design Dada
Next to these new proposals, Dada presents a few updates to the
line of technical columns, which demonstrate the company’s commitment to continuously improving its products through a process
of constant research.
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Trim
Dante Bonuccelli
Trim is an extensive system of modular kitchen components
makes it possible to put together innovative solutions in terms of
form, technology and typology. A complete program, flexible and
versatile, comprising differentiated functional elements, with which
it is possible to personalise every step of the design process,
adapting it to specific necessities. Workspace and appliance
blocks, containers, cabinets, shelves and equipment: accessories
are re-interpreted to be combined with the utmost freedom, which
makes it easier to organise living spaces rationally and integrate
the kitchen with the living area and the rest of the home.
Conceived as actual architectural structures that delimit the contemporary domestic landscape, the numerous models of the Trim
kitchen can be set against a wall, in the centre of a room, one in
front of the other, in a passage, in the different configurations that
develop in a linear manner, along a corner, on both sides, in an
island or peninsula set-up.
Flexibility in compositions, formal weightlessness, precision in
building details and the non invasive use of technology characterise this project as a refined proposal of industrial design, set
apart for its exclusive aesthetic solutions, high technical performance and comfortable living features.
Components
Operative counter with worktop available in several materials
(stainless steel, natural stone, layered back-painted glass, etc. ),
equipped with integrated sink and hob (welded flush with countertop or built-in).
Equipped base with electrified drawer units, containers with internal drawers, incorporated appliances (oven, dishwasher, refrigerator drawers); door with receding linear handles in polished or
painted anodised aluminium; receding baseboard in polished
anodised aluminium.
Totally extractable drawers with steel sides and disappearing runners equipped with an automated, pressure-activated opening and
closing system; equipped with various functional accessories:
extractable separate collection unit for garbage and recyclables,
cutting board, trays designed for flatware, knives, salt shakers and
spice rack, etc.
Accessorised wall with containers flush with the countertop, wall
cabinets with roller shutters. Closed container flush with the countertop, with doors in extra-clear etched glass (or lacquered panels),
with an vertical sliding opening mechanism that disappears when
lowered; the interior is accessorised with service lights, electrified
technological bar, etched glass shelves, container accessories.
Large wall-mounted cabinet, closed with an electrical disappearing
roller in grey oak or wengè, available in two depths; interior accessorised with etched glass shelves, automatic service lights;
designed to be integrated with the suction system. Wall-mounted
cabinet with flush sliding doors accessorised internally like the preceding model.
Reduced thickness L-shaped shelves mounted on the wall.
Suction system with wall-mounted and ceiling mounted exhaust
hoods covered with corrugated stainless steel panels or coordinated with the door finish; a model that is integrated with the cabinets is also available.
Table with top in natural wood (walnut, wengé) and legs in polished
extruded anodised aluminium.
Types
Linear composition with countertop and accessorised wall with containers flush with the countertop, L-shaped shelves and wall cabinet
with roller shutters.
Finishing: pure black quartzite top; doors, cabinet and shelves in
glossy white lacquer; roller shutter in grey oak; flush containers
with door in extra-clear etched glass.
Composition with double sided island: kitchen side with countertop workspace and countertop containers; living room side with

dining table set next to the accessorised wall with low containers
and receding modules.
Finishing: top and sides in pure black quartzite; kitchen side doors
in glossy white lacquer (base) and mat white (countertop container); living room doors in walnut (base) and mat white lacquer
with top and sides in aluminium (accessory container); table with
walnut top and polished anodised aluminium legs.
Linear composition comprising a countertop workspace, with integrated sink and hob and a double oven unit, roller shutter cabinet,
exhaust hood with front piece and L-shaped shelves. Finishing: top
in layered glass painted yellow; doors in white Duropal laminate;
shelves and hook in mat white lacquer; shutter in wengè; back
panel in yellow sanded glass.
Corner composition comprising three elements: sink unit with
flush top containers and L-shaped shelves; hob unit with burners
and suction hood with filler panel in the same finish as the doors;
pantry unit with incorporated appliances. Finishing: top in cashmere white silk granite; base doors in light grey climb laminate; column doors, shelves and hood in glossy toner lacquer; back base
with doors in etched extra-clear glass.
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Hi-Line
Ferruccio Laviani
Conceived as a vital centre of the living space, the kitchen defines
an area in the home that is completely open onto the living room.
A functional room that stands out because of its formal lightness,
care of details and refined combinations of materials and colours.
The countertop, with its distinguishing bridge element, and the
wall-mounted shelving and container systems combine perfectly to
define a composition with character and contemporary taste.
Made through a construction system that uses several combinations of very few modular elements, this kitchen can be arranged
in many different compositions. Innovative wall, island, peninsula
and corner configurations interpret different needs and methods of
use.
Simple lines, essential shapes, suspended volumes and contained
thicknesses are features of this architectural unit, which has great
personality and strongly characterises the domestic environment in
which it is placed. The kitchen delimits a space within a space,
maintaining constant dialogue with the rest of the home. At the
same time, the wall compositions with shelves and sliding panels
provide personalised modular solutions for specific design needs.
Inserted harmoniously in the open space of the living room, the
kitchen is conceived as an integral part of one single room.
Components
Counter made entirely of steel with a no-fingerprint surface treatment.
Accessorised operative area with sink and hob welded flush with
the top in stainless steel.
Base with doors with hidden handles, containers with internal
drawers, incorporated appliances (oven, dishwasher, refrigerator
drawers); totally extractable drawers with anodised aluminium
sides and disappearing runners that can be equipped with various
functional accessories. extractable separate collection unit for
garbage and recyclables, cutting board, trays designed for flatware, knives, salt shakers and spice rack, etc.
Work table set in a bridge configuration with a supporting structure
in steel and glass top back-painted black.
03
Shelving system
YabuPushelberg
The shelving system is a wall unit that has been planned and constructed as an independent and practical component. This new
concept goes well with the different Dada models and was thought
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out to blend the operative kitchen space with the open atmosphere of the living room. Characterized by a formal, unimposing
aspect and a compositional flexibility, this modular system is composed of a structural backboard, shelves, dividing panels, and sliding doors. The shelves have been arranged in order to incorporate
service lights along the surface, a ceiling suction hood, and a technological electric bar equipped to magnetically hold utensils and
accessory holders.
Components
Shelves in aluminium extrusions, covered in black oak and
equipped with built-in sliding tracks, have been attached to the
structural steel backboard. Furthermore, there are dividing panels
and silver sliding doors treated with an anti-fingerprint finish.
The top shelf has been calculated to incorporate the ceiling suction
hood which guarantees an efficient ventilation in the cooking area as
well as the service lights along the worktop and the technological bar
which is equipped with an electric outlet, a suspended element, and
glass support shelves.
04
Tivalì
Dante Bonuccelli
This new concept mono-block kitchen unit is capable of profoundly changing the household environment. It is a closable operative kitchen unit that may be positioned either against the wall or
in the middle of the room.
The workspace may be contained in a sort of walk-in closet that is
characterized by an innovative opening system that allows you to
glide-away the doors until they disappear. It is equipped with all of
the necessary supplies for washing, preparing, and cooking food,
and it is a practical component, strongly innovative on a technological, aesthetic, and compositional level. It has been planned
with original, constructive solutions and calculated to guarantee an
appropriate technical performance. Its volume is essential and
attention has been devoted to every small detail. Simple shapes,
smooth surfaces, clear lines, select material, and fine finishings
define a high-quality kitchen thought up to occupy a modern environment. It is a component of industrial design that reinterprets the
planning theme of the bedroom with a walk-in closet, applying it to
the work space of the kitchen incorporated in the living room. The
compositional element is a strong architectural and technological
connotation that characterizes the domestic environment in which
it has been integrated.
Components
This mono-block kitchen is characterized by an innovative opening
system patented with foldable double doors that glide-away until
they are no longer visible to leave the work space completely free
and accessible.
The outer finishing on the four sides is a bright lacquered orange.
The interior equipment and the work area are made in stainlesssteel.
The vertical coverings are in white-lacquered glass.
The worktop consists of a sink, built-in stove, and a double front
lined with drawers equipped with a cutlery tray, a knife-holder, and
compartments.
The kitchen also comes with a base equipped with a chest of
drawers, containers with internal drawers, a basket with an ecological kit for the separate collection of household waste, and
incorporated household appliances (oven, dishwasher, refrigerator
drawers).
In the upper part of the kitchen, there is an open aluminium shelf,
a sliding panel with a partial screen (half-open/ half-closed), an
incorporated ceiling suction hood, service lights along the worktop, and electric outlets for small household appliances.
The upper panel is equipped with spotlights that may be turned on
by thermic sensors and automatically turn off when there is no
presence detected.

05
Continuous evolution
Dada has developed an intense activity of research and experimentation, targeted with a constant improvement of product quality. Innovative solutions on a formal, technological, and typological
level have always accompanied the activity of the company, as
seen in the numerous registered patents that it holds. Next to the
different models in its series, a line of accessories and practical, yet
independent components complete the compositional proposal.
These accessories are modular elements at a high technical and
performance content, capable of communicating with different
systems and products of industrial design thought up to satisfy
specific project demands. The most innovative proposals, even
though they have been produced for several years and are therefore, tested by the market, are constantly subjected to an evolutionary process of revision and improvement.
Operative Column
The column-shaped containing unit redefines the type of cupboard
in practical terms, through a more dynamic and refined interpretation. It is a furnishing component characterized by an innovative
opening system with foldable sliding doors that glide-away until
they disappear and it provides the internal work space with the
most ample accessibility. It may be used singularly or integrated in
a composition and allows one to customize the kitchen environment according to the specific product demands.
Available in different combinations, the operative column is
equipped with crystal shelves, an extractable worktop in either
stainless-steel, natural wood, or porcelain stoneware, accessory
holding containers in transparent methacrylate, an aluminium cupboard with chest of drawers and a front that matches either the
worktop or the outer covering, service lights, electric outlets for
small household appliances, and spotlights that work upon thermic sensors.
Due to further improvement in the structural components as well
as in the sliding mechanisms, the system is able to assure higher
performance levels with regard to dependability, comfort, and easiness of use. The planning of the constructive details, the selection
of materials, the choice of finishings, and the study of chromatic
approaches are all very precise.
Corner column
This rotating column is a great solution for furnishing a corner and
it is distinguished for its notable holding capacity and two rotating
doors (customized with the same finishing in which it is integrated)
inside the furnishing that allows for the full use of the shelves. It is
equipped with new concept baskets in chromatic steel illuminated
by the service lights.
The rotating system has been calculated for application to every
type of kitchen and is characterized by high-quality material and
rotating mechanisms capable of assuring high performance technique and easy use.
Extractable column
This column-shaped holding unit is equipped with chromium steel
cupboard baskets and a special removable opening system which
slides along the track until it disappears. It has been planned for
perfectly integrating with all the Dada kitchens in a wide range of
finishings and colors.
Household appliance column
A practical column arranged for incorporating visible built-in household appliances (ovens, hotplate drawers, and wine crates) as well
as those which may be hidden (refrigerators, refrigerator drawers,
dishwashers, etc.) with doors in the same finishing as the composition in which it is integrated.
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